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By SARAH RAMIREZ

Homebuyers who are purchasing second homes are increasingly looking at these investments in the hopes of
earning rental income, as opposed to using the properties solely for leisurely retreats.

New research from real estate adviser Savills shows that two-thirds of owners rent out their second homes for at
least part of the year in an effort to cover part, or all, of the expenses behind maintaining multiple properties. As
today's technology simplifies the home rental process and expands the pool of potential renters, more than a third
of all additional homes are bought as solely rental properties.

"Technology has revolutionized the global short-let market," said Paul Tostevin, associate director of world research
at Savills, London. "Platforms such as HomeAway have expanded rapidly in the last decade, deepening and
diversifying the demand base."

Second home priorities
Traditionally, second homes were purchased for the purpose of vacationing.

Less than two decades ago, only 14 percent of homebuyers purchased their additional properties for the purpose of
earning rental income and not personal use.

"In 2000, around 80 percent of second homeowners never let their properties out commercially," Mr. Tostevin said.
"Now over two-thirds prioritize income over personal use."
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Urban properties attract a large number of renters. Image credit: Knight Frank

With the advent of online rental platforms, lower airfares and growing interest in more authentic travel experiences,
these preferences have changed.

"Instant booking, mobile platforms, feedback and rating systems make these [home rental] services appealing to
tech-savvy millennials, time-poor business travelers and globally mobile students and professionals," Mr. Tostevin
said. "As a result, more are renting out their properties than ever before."

Luxify's app retails real estate and vehicles on mobile. Image credit: Luxify

Homeowners who are hoping their second properties will cover costs or even turn a profit from rent need to
consider a variety of factors, such as amenities and location.

"Mexico and Costa Rica are less seasonal markets, so rental demand is spread throughout the year," Mr. Tostevin
said. "European summer sun' destinations are highly seasonal, but this is offset somewhat by higher rents at peak
season.

"City destinations Rome, Barcelona, London, Los Angeles, New York, etc. are also far less seasonal and benefit
from deep rental pools tourists, students, business travelers," he said.

Luxury home rentals
Digitally-oriented hospitality companies are making their presence known in luxury real estate markets.

Private travel club Inspirato is looking to make luxury vacation home ownership more accessible and streamlined
for buyers through a new brand.

With the launch of Inspirato Real Estate, the luxury hospitality company will be able to add properties at a quicker
pace, while providing real estate professionals with a curated list of pre-vetted properties. This new service comes
on the heels of other disruptions in the luxury travel industry (see story).

Meanwhile, other vacation rental brands are pivoting in an effort to attract more affluent consumers.

Earlier this year, home-sharing service Airbnb introduced Beyond, a new luxury tier that offers custom-designed
trips, including personalized experiences along with high-end rentals. Airbnb also assists luxury home renters with
high-quality photograph and top placement on their travel app, to encourage views when customers search for luxury
accommodations (see story).
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Regardless of the platform, luxury homeowners looking to rent their vacation properties need to keep something in
mind.

"Think like a renter, rather than an owner," Mr. Tostevin said.
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